A review of clinical efficacy, safety, new developments and adherence to allergen-specific immunotherapy in patients with allergic rhinitis caused by allergy to ragweed pollen (*Ambrosia artemisiifolia*)
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Abstract: Allergic rhinitis is a common health problem in both children and adults. The number of patients allergic to ragweed (*Ambrosia artemisiifolia*) is on the rise throughout Europe, having a significant negative impact on the patients’ and their family’s quality of life. Allergen-specific immunotherapy (AIT) has disease-modifying effects and can induce immune tolerance to allergens. Both subcutaneous immunotherapy and sublingual immunotherapy with ragweed extracts/preparations have clear positive clinical efficacy, especially over pharmacological treatment, even years after the treatment has ended. AIT also has very good safety profiles with extremely rare side effects, and the extracts/preparations used in AIT are commonly well tolerated by patients. However, patient adherence to treatment with AIT seems to be quite low, mostly due to the fact that treatment with AIT is relatively time-demanding and, moreover, due to patients not receiving adequate information and education about the treatment before it starts. AIT is undergoing innovations and improvements in clinical efficacy, safety and patient adherence, especially with new approaches using new adjuvants, recombinant or modified allergens, synthetic peptides, novel routes of administration (epidermal or intralymphatic), and new protocols, which might make AIT more acceptable for a wider range of patients and novel indications. Patient education and support (eg, recall systems) is one of the most important goals for AIT in the future, to further enhance treatment success.
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Introduction to *Ambrosia artemisiifolia*, ragweed pollen allergen extract in the management of allergic rhinitis

*Ambrosia artemisiifolia* L. (*Ambrosia elatior* L., common ragweed) is a type of short ragweed of the Asteraceae (Compositae) family. Since its arrival to Europe, presumably by merchant ships from North America where it is indigenous, ragweed has been spreading invasively in many European countries.¹,² Figure 1 represents the ragweed plant at different vegetation states.

Type I hypersensitivity reactions (allergy) to ragweed pollen may manifest as symptoms of rhinitis, rhinoconjunctivitis, and allergic asthma.³ Since ragweed is spreading quickly in Europe, sensitization rates to *Ambrosia* are also increasing in all age groups, ranging from 15% to ~80% throughout Central and Southeastern Europe.⁴,⁵
Europe (Figure 2). Common ragweed is a highly allergenic plant species and one of the main causes of allergic rhinitis (AR) in North America and Europe, where it has been introduced only recently.4–13

According to the results of a recent study by the authors of this article involving >4,000 Croatian children aged 4–10 years, ragweed sensitization rates ranged from 1.5% to 15%, primarily depending on ragweed pollen counts in the respective region (Mediterranean or continental), whereas sensitization rates to house dust mite were comparable in both regions (13%; Turkalj, unpublished data, 2014). Ambrosia pollination typically reaches peak levels in late summer (late August to mid-September) in Europe. The assessment and evaluation of exposure to ragweed pollen is of high importance for patients with allergy to ragweed. This is monitored using standardized aerobiological methodology (eg, pollen traps) on a daily basis. These data are used to foresee daily pollen exposure (pollen calendar), in order for patients to try to minimize the increased risk of exposure to allergen at specific days by undertaking preventive measures, such as staying indoors and using antihistamines. Allergic symptoms are usually monitored by pollen symptom diaries recording daily patient data on the frequency and severity of symptoms (upper or lower airways: rhinitis or asthma/wheezing, ocular, skin) and the use of medication. In the case of AR, the relationship between ragweed pollen concentrations and clinical symptoms exhibits a linear correlation.14

AR, caused by hypersensitivity to inhaled allergens including ragweed, is a common medical issue in all age groups (childhood, adolescence, adulthood), often having a negative impact on the overall quality of life of patients and their families. Moreover, AR and its associated comorbidities (such as asthma) generate substantial direct and indirect costs for European national budgets and significantly burden public health care systems.15 Treatment options for AR include measures of prevention, such as allergen avoidance (eg, during ragweed pollination season), anti-inflammatory symptomatic treatment (eg, intranasal corticosteroids and antihistamines), and allergen-specific immunotherapy (AIT).16

From a long-term, cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness point of view, AIT has clear advantages in the management of allergic rhinitis and asthma compared with pharmacotherapy, but it is also heavily dependent on the patient’s compliance and adherence. Treatment of allergy (including AR) with AIT
has disease-modifying effects, unlike other treatment options. In addition to reducing symptoms, AIT can change the course of the disease and induce allergen-specific immune tolerance. In AIT when allergen extracts (including ragweed allergen extracts) are administered, a number of immune responses are elicited, including the activation of specific blocking antibodies, tolerance-inducing cells, and mediators. This prevents further exacerbation of immune responses induced by allergens, blocking specific immune response to the allergen in question and attenuating the inflammatory response on the tissue level. AIT appears to have a clinical efficacy of up to 12 years and can prevent the development of asthma and hypersensitivity to novel allergens. Indications for AIT with ragweed allergen extracts/preparations include:

- Verification of immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated sensitization – not necessarily monosensitization (combining skin testing, eg, skin prick test [SPT] and in vitro diagnostics) – total and allergen-specific IgE in serum, especially elevated levels of specific IgE to ragweed major allergen Amb a 1, as well as novel in vitro methods, such as basophil activation test, with elevated levels of activated and degranulated basophils in response to ragweed allergens) – with a clear relationship to clinical history (symptoms of AR, rhinoconjunctivitis, and asthma).
- Availability of standardized or in-house high-quality allergen preparations.
- Proof of efficacy for the indication in question and respective age group (eg, in children).
- When allergen avoidance as a measure of prevention is impossible or inadequate.
- If the patient is older than 5 years (although AIT can be initiated in younger children).

In AIT, ragweed allergen extracts (modified or non-modified allergens) are most commonly presented to the immune system via two routes of administration: subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT) or sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT). Both unmodified extracts with unaltered allergen (native) conformation and chemically modified extracts (allergoids) are acceptable for use in SCIT. In addition to aqueous extracts, depot extracts are also primarily used in Europe in SCIT. In depot extracts, non-modified allergens or allergoids are physically adsorbed to a carrier (eg, aluminum hydroxide, calcium phosphate, or l-tyrosine). Allergen extracts/preparations for SLIT are available with allergens in native conformation as well as chemically modified extracts, most commonly in the form of droplets (aqueous solution) or tablets.

Due to different and manufacturer-specific processing, allergen extracts differ in composition and allergenic potential (activity). Hence, they are only comparable to a certain extent, even if the same allergen sources are used. It is therefore recommended that standardized allergen extracts be used for AIT, as extracts may vary in biological activity. The total biological activity of allergen extracts is determined using in vitro methods such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Moreover, determining individual allergens (such as major allergen content) by the use of standardized, validated methodology is highly recommended by experts and international guidelines. Novel approaches to AIT include the use of new adjuvants or recombinant allergens and alternative routes of administration.

### The mechanism of action of ragweed allergens in AIT

More than 30 different allergenic proteins in *A. artemisiifolia* pollen (Figure 3A) have been purified and identified, many of which have multiple isoforms. The major allergen in common ragweed is Amb a 1, an acidic non-glycosylated 38 kDa protein of the pectate lyase family, with 5 known isoallergen forms and sensitisation frequency greater than 95% (Figure 3B).

A patient sensitized to ragweed allergens reacts upon repeated exposure to it, either via environmental exposure, by inhalation of ragweed pollen, or via specific immunotherapy (SIT). This elicits an inflammatory allergic response in the skin and mucosa. In SIT, allergen extracts diffuse into local tissue and are being taken up by antigen-presenting cells. The allergens are then soon found in local lymph nodes, where they arrive either unbound (via free diffusion) or are being taken up by dendritic cells (DCs) or B lymphocytes. Moreover, immune complexes involving allergens and IgE may form in the local tissue which can then activate mast and other cells or transport allergens to, eg, lymph nodes. Desensitization and immune tolerance to allergens by SIT are accomplished by the induction and activation of specific blocking antibodies, tolerance-inducing cells, and various mediator molecules. AIT also induces desensitization and tolerance to allergens by shifting the Th2 lymphocyte-mediated immune response toward a regulatory T-lymphocyte profile. Mechanisms underlying this process are not yet completely understood, but it is believed that DCs play an important role in regulating T-cell-related responses. Modifications in phenotype and occurrence of specific subsets of DCs in SIT indicate an altered capacity of DCs for the interaction with allergens.
Clinical efficacy in AIT with ragweed extracts

The efficacy of AIT with ragweed allergens is evaluated in clinical studies using several scores as primary and secondary study end points. These include symptom scores (individual symptom scores and total symptom scores), scores involving data on medication use (medication scores), combined symptom and medication scores (CSMSs), scores involving data on health-related quality of life, etc. Because the development and improvements in AIT (new formulations, indications, protocols, etc) are not possible with conventional Phase I trials involving healthy subjects and because only allergic patients must be included in studies involving AIT, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies are not possible because its products and/or metabolites cannot be detected in serum. Phase II trials for AIT are possible, but dose effect must be investigated and demonstrated in such trials. To assess whether immune tolerance has indeed been reached, it is also crucial to record other data, such as allergen exposure over time (ragweed pollen count during pollination season), safety data (adverse events, if any), and especially in vitro diagnostic data, such as serum levels of IgE (allergen-specific and total) and IgG (total IgG and subclass IgG4, in particular).

CSMSs have most frequently been used as primary end points in clinical trials involving AIT, but in many different variations. Due to a lack of validation of primary and secondary efficacy parameters, such study results are difficult to compare one with another. Recently, there have been efforts in harmonization and standardization of clinical study end points, such as the homogenous, standardized CSMS proposed by the European Academy of Allergy and Clinical Immunology (EAACI), as well as in the standardization of evaluation, presentation, and publication of clinical study results involving AIT. According to the World Allergy Organization’s recommendations, the efficacy of AIT (its clinical effects, safety, and cost-effectiveness) should be at least comparable to that of pharmacologic treatment, with a threshold in efficacy of at least 20% higher than with placebo considered acceptable. It is noteworthy that, currently, the most effective pharmacotherapy has an efficacy of up to 19% above placebo, indicating clear advantages of AIT over pharmacologic treatment. A comparison of meta-analyses of double-blind placebo-controlled (DBPC) trials involving patients with AR on either SCIT to seasonal allergens (including ragweed) or pharmacological treatment demonstrated that, even in the first year of treatment, SCIT was successful in reducing allergic symptoms at least as good as (or better than) pharmacotherapy (symptomatic treatment). Numerous studies and meta-analyses clearly demonstrate the efficacy of AIT – both SCIT and SLIT for different age groups. A multicenter, parallel-group, open-controlled study involving patients with AR and/or asthma on SLIT with ragweed extract (in drop formulation) demonstrated a significant improvement in both objective (nasal provocation test and skin reactivity, SPT) and more subjective parameters (symptom score and medication score). A meta-analysis of 17 clinical DBPC randomized trials (DBPC RT) involving patients with AR on AIT for seasonal allergens (including ragweed) has confirmed significant benefits and advantages for both SCIT
and SLIT in reducing symptom scores, medication scores and CSMS, as well as the overall quality-of-life scores over placebo in adults and children (but to a lesser extent).\(^{45}\)

The efficacy of SLIT in managing AR, when compared with SCIT, still causes some controversy. A recent meta-analysis of SLIT with seasonal allergens (including ragweed) in patients with AR favored SLIT, with treatment durations ranging from <6 months to >12 months and major allergen content of 5–20 µg as well as >20 µg, demonstrating a significant decrease in symptom scores in both adults and children.\(^{46}\) A meta-analysis of studies involving SLIT with both seasonal and perennial allergens in pediatric patients with AR showed a significant reduction in symptoms and medication use scores, indicating that AIT treatment duration of >18 months and SLIT with pollen extracts were more beneficial than shorter durations of treatment and AIT with dust mite antigens.\(^{57}\) Benefits of AIT include long-lasting and preventive effects that can be observed even after the treatment has ended. An open, randomized study with children with AR (and with or without asthma) on SLIT demonstrated a significant decrease in the rate of new sensitization in children on SLIT versus controls.\(^{48}\) There are few controlled studies involving both SCIT and SLIT treatment groups for direct comparison. A comparison of the magnitude of effects in SLIT and SCIT demonstrated that the effects seen in SCIT may be more extensive than those in SLIT, although similar effects with SLIT (eg, in the decrease of serum sIgE levels) may be reached gradually and slower.\(^{49,50}\) Although large and structured clinical studies directly comparing the efficacy of SCIT and SLIT have not been performed, certain patients and physicians may favor SLIT despite its slightly reduced efficacy due to significantly higher safety profile and convenience of administration (SLIT is generally administered at home by the patient himself/herself or by parents/legal guardians in children). Several studies indicate that ragweed SLIT treatment regimes are clinically effective in different doses and generally safe and well tolerated (Table 1).

The introduction of AIT in the management of allergic asthma is generally made with greater caution, and AIT cannot be used as a substitute for common antiasthmatic treatment. AIT (SCIT or SLIT) can be recommended for intermittent or mild persistent asthma (Global Initiative for Asthma grades I and II).\(^{51}\) A meta-analysis of 88 randomized controlled studies involving patients with asthma on SCIT to different allergens demonstrated a significant reduction in both symptom and medication scores, as well as in bronchial hyperreactivity, but not an improvement in lung function (although a trend in improvement of lung function parameters was evident).\(^{52}\) Data on the efficacy of AIT to pollen allergens (including ragweed) in treating other indications such as oral allergy syndrome and atopic dermatitis are still insufficient, and further studies are needed. Despite that, certain randomized controlled trials exhibit positive effects (symptom score reduction, such as the scoring atopic dermatitis) and, moreover, prove that these conditions are not a contraindication for AIT in patients with airway allergy (eg, AR).\(^{53,54}\)

An ideal case history (indication) for AIT with ragweed extracts would be a patient (adult or child) with AR caused by allergy to ragweed, preferably monosensitized, and not controlled well by common pharmacotherapy approaches. On the other hand, the majority of patients with AR are

### Table 1 Administered doses and treatment schedules in SLIT formulations of Ambrosia in different studies in terms of clinical efficacy and safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Treatment duration</th>
<th>Treatment dose</th>
<th>Primary study end point</th>
<th>Efficacy</th>
<th>Safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adults (N=961)</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>6 and 12 Amb a 1-U</td>
<td>TCS based on the sum DSS and DMS</td>
<td>TCS reduction with 6 and 12 Amb a 1-U was 20% and 23%, respectively (P&lt;0.001), compared to placebo</td>
<td>Adverse events were generally mild to moderate and transient, occurring early in treatment; no systemic allergic reaction/anaphylaxis recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ragweed-induced AR/C with or without asthma(^{52})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults (N=784)</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>1.5, 6, or 12 Amb a 1-U</td>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>AIT of 1.5, 6, and 12 Amb a 1-U reduced TCS by 12% (−0.88; P=0.09), 18% (−1.28; P=0.01), and 27% (−1.92; P&lt;0.001), respectively, compared to placebo</td>
<td>No systemic allergic reactions recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ragweed-induced AR/C(^{51})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults (N=565)</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>6 or 12 Amb a 1-U</td>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>6 and 12 Amb a 1-U ragweed AIT doses reduced TCS by 21% (−1.76 score) and 27% (−2.24 score), respectively, compared to placebo (P&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>Adverse events were mild, oral reactions; no systemic allergic reactions recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ragweed-pollen-induced AR/C(^{54})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AIT, allergen-specific immunotherapy; AR/C, allergic rhinitis/rhinoconjunctivitis; DMS, daily medication score; DSS, daily symptom score; SLIT, sublingual immunotherapy; TCS, total combined score.
polysensitized, and AIT has proven its efficacy in large, robust clinical trials in such patients, indicating that polysensitization neither is a contraindication for AIT nor does it affect its clinical efficacy (if polysensitization is defined correctly – not mistaken for polyallergy, for example).55,56

Finally, AIT is not necessarily suitable for all patients with AR (especially those with mild symptoms). Recent evidence from DBPC randomized clinical trials suggests that the more severe the disease, the greater the treatment effect.57

Safety and tolerability profile of Ambrosia artemisiifolia extracts in AIT

When administered in a proper manner and in correct dosage, notably in a medical institution, SCIT to ragweed is a very safe and well-tolerated treatment option. Local reactions at the site of injection include swelling, itching, redness, etc. They occur relatively frequently, but can be easily alleviated using local management measures (administering cooling packs or topical glucocorticoids at injection site or by using systemic antihistamines).38,59 In the case of more intense local reactions (redness and/or swelling of >10 cm in diameter) at the site of injection, product information (manufacturer’s instructions and allergen extract information – in case of in-house allergen preparations) should be carefully examined, primarily for information on dosage. This is also a requirement for further AIT planning (subsequent injections, schedule, and dosage correction, if needed). A US study involving patients on SCIT showed that such intense local reactions are not a predictor of an increased risk of systemic reactions.60 In the case of SCIT with products containing aluminum-based adjuvants, certain adverse effects, such as protein contact dermatitis, vasculitis type reactions, or granuloma, may occur due to reactions to foreign body, although this is very rare. Incorrect administration or previous/known aluminum contact allergy increases the risk of such reactions. If this occurs, switching to allergen extracts/preparations without aluminum adjuvants is highly recommended.61–63 These adverse reactions depend mostly on the quantity of aluminum adjuvants being used in allergen extracts, but, in general, the contribution of the use of aluminum adjuvants in AIT to the lifelong accumulation of aluminum in the human body is quite low.64

Systemic allergic reactions in SCIT vary from mild to severe skin or gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, generalized pruritus, urticaria, angioedema, etc), airway symptoms (upper airways [rhinitis, itchy throat, laryngeal/uvular/tongue edema], or lower airways [cough, stridor, shortness of breath], or life-threatening respiratory failure), cardiovascular symptoms (eg, hypotension), etc.65–66 Symptoms occurring within the first minute after SCIT injection may be a sign of severe anaphylaxis, and in such cases special precautions must be undertaken (the patients need to be monitored carefully and medication should be considered). This is why a minimum of 30-minute postinjection observation period by a health care professional (a doctor or a nurse) is required during SCIT. A retrospective analysis of a large cohort involving >2,000 patients receiving a large total number of injections (~200,000) during 10 years revealed that the total number of systemic reactions is extremely low (5.2% and 0.06% of all injections) and that most of them occurred within the 30-minute postinjection observational period (at the physician’s office or hospital), with no fatalities.67 An analysis of the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology and EAACI involving 6.3 million SCIT injections per year demonstrated that the rate of systemic reactions was ~0.1% of all injections, again with no fatalities.68 A study involving SCIT over a 12-year period of analysis estimated that the frequency of fatal reactions with clear causal relationship to SCIT was 1 in 2.5 million injections.69 The incidence of severe reactions to SCIT is estimated to be 0.002%–0.0076% of total injections for non-modified (native) allergen extracts and 0.0005%–0.01% for chemically modified allergen extracts.69–71 Common risk factors for systemic reactions during AIT and thus contraindications for the initiation of AIT with ragweed extracts include: current allergy symptoms and recent exposure to allergen, current infections, mast cell disease, hyperthyroidism, uncontrolled asthma, a high degree of sensitization, inadequate dose escalation, use of certain medication (eg, beta-blockers), physical exertion (intense physical activity and/or alcohol consumption just prior to the SCIT injection), poor administration techniques, allergen extract overdose, etc. If certain risk factors are taken into account, severe reactions to SCIT can sometimes be predicted and avoided with appropriate precaution steps and even prophylactic measures. It is possible to premedicate with antihistamines to reduce the frequency and severity of potential systemic reactions (especially when systemic reactions have previously occurred); however, this does not eliminate the possibility of systemic reactions.72,73

In the case of SLIT with ragweed extracts, when it is administered correctly to patients selected by specific indications and in proper dosage, SLIT is also a safe, effective, and well-tolerated choice of treatment in patients with AR caused by allergy to ragweed.74 Moreover, sublingual AIT is safe for home administration due to its excellent safety profile – perhaps the best of any treatment in allergic diseases.
A recent review reported that 1 billion SLIT doses (including SLIT with ragweed extracts) were administered between 2000 and 2010 worldwide and that all eleven case reports of anaphylaxis (nonfatal) correspond to nonstandard practice: use of nonstandardized extracts, rush protocols, overdosing, and involving patients who had previously discontinued SCIT due to serious adverse events. Adverse events during SLIT are mostly dose dependent and, in the majority of cases, manifest as temporary local mucosal reactions such as oral symptoms and throat irritation (pruritus, swelling of mouth, tongue or lip, throat irritation, uvular edema, or gastrointestinal symptoms [abdominal pain, vomiting, diarrhea, etc]). These reactions usually occur during the initiation phase of SLIT, and they are mostly mild and temporary, subsiding in 1–3 weeks. Premedication with antihistamines is suitable in the case of local reactions during SLIT to reduce their extent, but again, it does not completely eliminate the possibility of recurrence of these reactions. In addition, SLIT is contraindicated in patients with severe asthma. It is noteworthy that most adverse events during SLIT occur at home, where immediate and appropriate medical intervention is not possible. Although the risk of severe systemic adverse events is lower in SLIT than in SCIT, few cases of systemic reactions, including severe anaphylaxis, have been reported with SLIT in both droplet and tablet forms. However, these were all due to nonstandard treatment procedures: nonstandardized extracts, rush protocols, excessive allergen dose, patients who previously had severe systemic reactions during SCIT, etc. SLIT has also been reported to be safe for use in children younger than 5 years of age.

Although the safety profile of SLIT is often considered to be better than the one in SCIT, health care professionals should be aware of the risks of AIT in general. Regardless of the route of allergen administration selected, patients should be educated on expected (and usually harmless) side effects versus true severe systemic reactions. SCIT is routinely administered in a medical institution following careful periods of monitoring. It is also highly recommended that SLIT should also be initiated at a medical institution by health care professionals and if all goes well, SLIT doses are safe to be administered at home by the patient himself/herself or by parents/legal guardians in children. Although it is very rare, the risk of anaphylaxis is always present with AIT; therefore, patients on both SCIT and SLIT should carry an emergency epinephrine injector at all times and be fully educated on its appropriate use.

Finally, before the initiation of AIT to ragweed, a list of additional medications (eg, beta-blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme [ACE] inhibitors, and antidepressants) should be obtained, as well as any known or suspected allergies to medications or adverse reactions to aspirin. Concomitant use of beta-blockers as well as ACE inhibitors and allergen immunotherapy should be carefully considered from an individualized risk/benefit standpoint and incorporate the patient’s preferences in the medical decision-making process.

**Patient-focused perspectives in AIT with ragweed extracts**

The success and clinical efficacy of AIT largely depends on its duration and appropriateness of use in accordance with the physician’s recommendations, especially for home administration of SLIT where health care professionals have no control of the treatment being performed properly. Moreover, treatment success with AIT is greatly influenced by patient adherence to it. Thoroughly informing the patient about the treatment, ie, how it works, when and how it should be administered and emphasizing the important role of the patient himself/herself in the process of treatment significantly improves the clinical efficacy of AIT. Severe reactions during AIT are commonly due to patient’s insufficient compliance, eg, the patient does not stay under surveillance at the medical institution long enough after the injection, inappropriate physical exertion (rigorous exercise, sauna, alcohol consumption) is made just prior to the injection, the patient increases the duration of time periods between injections, etc. At this point, the physician should carefully consider about continuation or discontinuation of SCIT. Particularly in the early phases of treatment with SLIT to ragweed, mild local reactions (swelling, itchiness) may cause self-discontinuation of treatment by the patient. It is thus very important that the patient is thoroughly informed before the treatment with AIT starts, that he/she is warned about the possibility of these reactions, instructed what to do if these reactions occur (ie, how to monitor and manage them or consider notifying a health care professional), and informed that these reactions are temporary in the vast majority of cases. A lack of patient compliance, newly arising contraindications, persisting unacceptable local adverse events, severe reactions, and a lack of clinically measurable response after 2 years of treatment with SLIT are objective indications for early discontinuation of treatment.

According to some data, reasons for premature discontinuation of AIT may be largely based on informing the patient inadequately, especially on the way the treatment is carried out, for how long, etc. With clear advantages of AIT in clinical efficacy over pharmacological treatment and
long-term alleviation of troublesome allergic symptoms and, moreover, with the advantage of SLIT being applicable in the comfort of one’s home, it would initially seem that the patients’ satisfaction and quality of life are excellent, especially when compared to using multiple forms of pharmacotherapy. However, quite low adherence rates for both SCIT and SLIT suggest otherwise. A study on adherence and the overall quality of life during SCIT and SLIT reported that heavy time demands of the treatment was considered a problem by ~70% of patients and >60% of them report adverse events as a major problem during AIT. Approximately 60% of patients claim they experienced no or inadequate reduction of symptoms and more than half of them were unsatisfied because they had not received adequate information about the treatment and were not informed about everything that their condition and treatment with AIT imply.81 Most common reasons for failure in compliance and adherence in AIT include:

- Patient-related reasons: the patient is not informed adequately or not motivated or has no adequate understanding of clinical implications in allergy or primary and secondary preventive effects of AIT.
- Treatment-related reasons: occurrence of side effects, a reduction in symptoms score and medication use is not observed, and inadequate patient selection (incorrect indications).
- Clinical practice-related reasons: heavy time demands for the patients (especially with SCIT), the treatment is not integrated into the patient’s daily life, and no recall system or patient counseling (probably due to limited financial resources).

Low treatment adherence seriously affects treatment success with AIT. A study by the German statutory health care insurance demonstrated a clear decrease in the persistence rates of SCIT over the years: only 24% of the patients continued their treatment into the third year.82 Another analysis of German prescription data on SCIT and SLIT products exhibited an unsatisfactory adherence rate and persistence rates into the third year of treatment in 34%–51% of adult patients and of 44.1% in children and adolescents (aged 4–18 years).83 When it comes to patient adherence to AIT with ragweed extracts, one might think that adherence is better for SCIT than SLIT as SCIT is usually administered by a health care professional. However, just how much this affects SCIT having a better adherence profile over SLIT is controversial due to a general lack of adequate studies. Several studies indicate that there are no differences in compliance rates between SCIT and SLIT, varying between 75% and 90%, although one study suggests that 3-year persistence rates are slightly better in SCIT users than in SLIT users (23% vs 7%, respectively).84 However, all these data originate from clinical trials and can hardly reflect treatment adherence in real-life conditions.78 Improvements in adherence to AIT represent one of the most important goals for AIT in the future, to maximize treatment success.

**Recommendations for the future**

Despite the fact that AIT has been successfully used to treat allergic diseases, including AR, for >100 years, a number of important questions remain to be addressed primarily with large, randomized, multicenter trials and, more importantly, with improvements in treatment organization and patient adherence.

Future requirements for AIT with ragweed extracts include:

1. Standardization and validation of clinical end points in trials involving AIT (eg, CSMS). This will ensure better comparability of clinical results involving different allergen preparations and different age groups and clearly define the period during which data on clinical symptoms will be recorded.
2. Further research on immune mechanisms underlying AIT and development of immune tolerance and desensitization.
3. Clear definition of indications for AIT, including those in polysensitized patients, and definition of preventive and long-term clinical effects in all age groups.
4. More detailed recording and analysis of data regarding safety.
5. Direct comparison of different allergen preparations (unmodified vs modified), treatment regimes, and modes of administration (SCIT vs SLIT) in terms of clinical efficacy, safety, adherence to treatment, etc.
6. Development of new or improved diagnostic methods/biomarkers to optimize patient selection for AIT and phenotyping according to specific indication.
7. Standardization and validation of methods for determining (major) allergen content in different preparations.
8. Identification and validation of biomarkers which will serve as prediction factors for treatment success in AIT.
9. Development and validation of new approaches in AIT: confirmation of clinical efficacy and safety of AIT using new adjuvants, synthetically produced peptides, recombinant or modified allergens, as well as new modes of administration.
10. Development of programs to further increase patient adherence: education, recall systems, etc.
11. Cost-effectiveness studies involving AIT (>3 years in duration).

By using novel or optimized adjuvants, stronger stimulation of the immune system could be achieved at unchanged doses or with higher doses, but without the increased risk for adverse events. With recombinant allergens, allergen preparations can be produced more precisely in terms of concentrations and quality, with standardized methods, and moreover modifying such allergens could enable the development of novel products with optimized efficacy and fewer side effects. Furthermore, with the use of recombinant allergens, AIT may be used in new indications such as food allergy. By using alternative administration sites or modes, such as epidermal immunotherapy or intralymphatic immunotherapy, desired or better immune responses could be achieved in more convenient forms (patches) or with fewer injections. The use of combination treatment with humanized anti-IgE antibody could enable AIT to be introduced in patients with conditions currently considered to be contraindications for AIT (such as moderate or severe bronchial asthma) due to serious side effects.

Conclusion

AIT with ragweed extracts is a clinically highly effective, safe and well-tolerated treatment option in the management of allergic disease (such as AR). It is currently going through major improvements and innovations, with many of them already being tested in clinical settings or even awaiting approval for market use. This will certainly enhance the disease-modifying effects of AIT, make it acceptable to a wider range of patients (all age groups, additional indications), which will motivate the patients to adhere better to AIT, and thus perhaps lead to AIT becoming the primary treatment option in the management of AR caused by type I hypersensitivity reactions to allergens, including ragweed.
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